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Abstract
Terrain classification using the Polarimetric SAR imagery 
has been a very active research field over the recent years.   
Firstly, we select several of the polarimetric features.  Then 
we propose a feature combination & selection stratergy for 
recent classification technique ERCF (Extremely Randomized 
Clusstering Forests) that optimizes the trade off between feature 
dimension & precision and improves the classification accuracy 
& efficiency by reducing the computational complexity.

Keywords
SAR image classification; feature evaluation; feature 
selection;ERCF.

1. Introduction
Terrain classification is one of the most important applications 
of PolSAR remote sensing which can provide more information 
than conventional radar images and thus greatly improves the 
ability to discriminate different terrain types. During last two 
decades, many algorithms have been proposed for PolSAR image 
classification. The efforts mainly focus on the following two 
areas: one is mainly on developing new polarimetric descriptor 
based on statistical properties and scattering mechanisms; the 
other is to employ some advanced classifiers originated from 
machine learning and pattern recognition domain.
Due to the easily acquisition of high resolution PolSAR data 
nowadays, a wide variety of features have been proposed for 
different PolSAR image tasks. Confronted with these features, 
however, it’s hard to distinguish which one is the most proper 
feature type for our task without actual implementation. 
Moreover, we haven’t yet found a feature type which can 
consistently outperform others in any conditions.In most cases, 
in order to obtain enough information for classification, we 
always extract features as much as we can. Unfortunately, 
this may result in the so-called dimension disaster. Feature 
selection is an effective method to improve this problem. The 
‘feature selection’ we mentioned here is a process to prune away 
irrelevant features and preserve relevant ones from the overall 
dimensions of a feature vector. Failure to discard irrelevant 
features will tragically affect the system performance, e.g. 
the reduction of the classification accuracy or computational 
efficiency. The existence of irrelevant features naturally 
increases the dimension of the feature vector, and thus may 
make the convergence impossible. Meanwhile, the efficient 
computation is also limited by the large dimension. Motivated 
by these reasons, a variety of feature selection methods for 
SVM have been proposed [1-3]. But these methods perform 
the feature selection and classifier learning independently. This 
might result in a loss of information related to the classifier 
construction.
In the earlier years, most works were focused on the statistical 
properties of PolSAR data. Kong et al. proposed a distance 
measure based on the complex Gaussian distribution for 
single-look polarimetric SAR data and used it in maximum 
likelihood (ML) classification framework. Lee et al. derived a 

distance measure based on complex Wishart distribution for 
multilook polarimetric SAR data. With the progress of research 
on scattering mechanism, many unsupervised algorithms have 
been proposed. Van Zyl proposed to classify terrain types as 
odd bounce, even bounce, and diffuse scattering. For a refined 
classification withmore classes, Cloude and Pottier proposed 
an unsupervised classification algorithm based on their H/α 
target decomposition theory. Afterwards, Lee et al. developed 
an unsupervised classification method based on Cloude 
decomposition and Wishart distribution. Pottier and Lee further 
improved this algorithm by including anisotropy to double the 
number of classes.  Lee et al. proposed an unsupervised terrain 
and land-use classification algorithm based on Freeman and 
Durden decomposition. PolSAR image classification using 
advanced machine learning and pattern recognition methods 
has shown exceptional growth in recent years. In 1991, 
Pottier et al. firstly introduced the Neural Networks (NNs) 
to PolSAR image. Classification. In 1999, Hellmann further 
introduced fuzzy logic with Neural Networks classifier; Fukuda 
et al.  introduced Support Vector Machine (SVM) to land 
cover classification with higher accuracy. In 2007, She et al. 
introduced Adaboost for PolSAR image classification; compared 
with traditional classifiers such as complex Wishart distribution 
maximum likelihood classifier, these methods are more flexible 
and robust. In 2009, Shimoni et al.  Investigated the Logistic 
regression (LR), NN, and SVM for land cover classification with 
various combinations of the PolSAR and PolInSAR feature sets. 
The methods based on statistical properties and scattering 
mechanisms are generally pixel based with high computation 
complexity, and the employed polarimetric characteristics are 
also limited. The methods with advanced classifiers are usually 
implemented on patch level, and they can easily incorporate 
multiple polarimetric features. At present, with the development 
of polarimetric technologies, PolSAR can capture abundant 
structural and textural information. Therefore, classifiers arise 
from machine learning and pattern recognition domain such 
as SVM, Adaboost , and Random Forests  have attracted more 
attention. These methods usually can handle many sophistical 
image features and usually get remarkable performance. In this 
paper, we focus on investigating multifeatures combination and 
employing a robust classifier named Extremely Randomized 
Clustering Forests (ERCFs)  [4, 5] for terrain classification using 
PolSAR imagery. We first investigate the widely used polarimetric 
SAR features and further propose two feature combination 
strategies. Then in the classification stage we introduce the 
ERCFs classifier which has fewer parameters to tune and low 
computational complexity in both training and testing, and it 
also can handle large variety of data without overfitting. The 
optimal feature selection method for SVM proposed in [8] solves 
this problem based on a convex framework. Briefly, it has two 
advantages over the traditional ones: i) joint feature selection 
and SVM construction; ii) a convex framework for joint learning 
of the optimal feature weights and SVM parameters.
Based on our brief literature survey, we came to certain 
observation
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1. Optimal feature selection method for SVM proposed in [8] 
solves the above mentioned  problem & give much better 
classification accuracy & performance

2. ERCF gives comparable performance as compared to SVM 
with much reduced computational complexity.

So in this paper we proposed that if the above mentioned 
optimal feature selection methodology if being used for ERCF 
then the performance statistics can be improved further.

II. Polarimetric Feature Extraction and Combination
Polarimetric Feature Descriptors: PolSAR is sensitive to the 
orientation and characters of target and thus yields many new 
polarimetric signatures which produce a more informative 
description of the scattering behavior of the imaging area. We 
can simply divide the polarimetric features into two categories: 
one is the features based on the original data and its simple 
transform, and the other is based on target decomposition 
theorems. The first category features in this work mainly 
include the Sinclair scattering matrix, the covariance matrix, 
the coherence matrix, and several polarimetric parameters. 
The classical 2 × 2 Sinclair scattering matrix S can be achieved 
through the construction of system vectors  

In the monostatic backscattering case, for a reciprocal target 
matrix, the reciprocity constrains the Sinclair scattering matrix 
to be symmetrical, that is, SHV = SVH. Thus, the two target 
vectors Kp and Ωl can be constructed based on the Pauli and 
lexicographic basis sets, respectively. With the two vectorizations 
we can then generate a coherency matrix T and a covariance 
matrix C as follows:

            
[ ] T

Pp KKT *.=
,

                  ;       
[ ] T

llC *.ΩΩ=
 

Table 1: Polarimetric parameters considered in this work.
Amplitude of HH-VV 
correlation coeff.

Phase difference HH-VV

Copolarized ratio in dB

Cross-polarized ratio in 
dB

Ratio HV/VV in dB

Copolarization ratio

Depolarization ratio

where * and T represent the complex conjugate and the matrix 
transpose operations, respectively. When analyzing polarimetric 
SAR data, there are also a number of parameters that have 
useful physical interpretation. Table 1 lists the considered 
parameters in this study: amplitude of HH-VV correlation 
coefficient, HH-VV phase difference, copolarized ratio in dB, 
cross-polarized ratio in dB, ratio HV/VV in dB, copolarization 
ratio, and depolarization ratio. On the whole, the investigated 
typical polarimetric features include 
(i) F1: amplitude of upper triangle matrix elements of S (ii) 
F2: amplitude of upper triangle matrix elements of C (iii) F3: 
amplitude of upper trianglematrix elements of T (iv) F4: the 
polarization parameters in Table 1  (v) F5: the three parameters 
|α|2, |β|2, |γ|2 of the Pauli decomposition  (vi) F6: the three 
parameters ks, kd, kh of the Krogager decomposition (vii) F7: the 
three scattering power components Ps, Pd, Pv of the Freeman-
Durden decomposition (viii) F8: the three parameters H-α-A of 
the Cloude-pottier decomposition (ix) F9: the nine parameters 
of the Huynen decomposition. 

III. Extremely Random Clustering Forests
The goal of this section is to describe a fast and effective 
classifier,Extremely Randomized Clustering Forests (ERCFs), 
which are ensembles of randomly created clustering trees. 
These ensemble methods can improve an existing learning 
algorithm by combining the predictions of several models. The 
ERCFs algorithm provides much faster training and testing and 
comparable accurate results with the state-of-heart classifier. 
The traditional Random Forests (RFs) algorithm was firstly 
introduced in machine learning community by Breiman [11] 
as an enhancement of Tree Bagging.  It is a combination of 
tree classifiers in a way that each classifier depends on the 
value of a random vector sampled independently and having 
same distribution for all classifiers in the forests and each tree 
casts a unit vote for the most popular class at input.  To build a 
tree it uses a bootstrap replicaof the learning sample and the 
CART algorithm (without pruning) together with the modification 
used in the Random Subspace method.  At each test node the 
optimal split is derived by searching a random subset of size K 
of candidate attributes (selected without replacement from the 
candidate attributes). RF contains N forests, which can be any 
value.  To classify a new dataset, each tree gives a classification 
for that case; the RF chooses the classification that has the 
most out of N votes.  Breiman suggests that as the numbers 
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of trees increase, the generalization error always converges 
and over fitting is not a problem because of the Strong Law 
of Large Numbers [11]. After the success of RF algorithm, 
several researchers have looked at specific randomization 
techniques for tree based on a direct randomization of tree 
growing method.  However, most of these techniques just make 
litter perturbations in the search of the optimal split during 
tree growing, and they are still far from building totally random 
trees [4].  Compared with RF, the ERCFs [4] use consists in 
building many extremely randomized trees, which randomly 
pick attributes and cut thresholds at each node. 

Algorithm 1: Tree growing algorithm of ERCFs.
Split a node(S)
Input: labeled training set S
Output: a split [a < ac] or nothing
if stop split(S) then return nothing;
else
tries = 0;
repeat
-tries = tries + 1;
-selected an attribute number it randomly
and get the selected attribute Sit ;
-get a split si = Pick a random split(Sit );
-split S according si, and calculate the score;
until (score ≥ Smin) or (tries ≥ Tmax)
return the split so that achieved highest score;
end if
Pick a random split(Sit )
Input: an attribute Sit
Output: a split si
-Let smin and smax denote the maximal
and minimal value of Sit ;
-Get a random cut-point si uniformly in [smin smax];
-return si;
Stop split(S)
Input: a subset S
output: a boolean
if |S| < nmin, then return true;
if all attributes are constant is S, then return true;
if all the training label is the same in S,
then return true;
otherwise, return false;

The tree growing algorithm of ERCFs is shown as Algorithm 1. 
The main differences between ERCFs and RF are that it splits 
nodes by choosing cut-points fully at random and that it uses the 
whole learning sample (rather than a bootstrap replica) to grow 
the trees.  At each node, the Extremely Clustering Trees splitting 
procedure is processing recursively until further subdivision is 
impossible, and the resulting node is scored over the surviving 
points by using the Shannon entropy as suggested in [4]. For 
a sample S and a split si, this measure is given by

where Hc(S) is the (log) entropy of the classification in S & Hsi(S) 
is split entropy and Icsi(S) information of the split outcome 
and the classification. The parameters Smin,Tmax, and nmin have 
different effects: Smin determines the balance of the grown 
tree; Tmax determines the strength of the attribute selection 
process, and it denotes the number of random splits screened 
at each node to develop. In the extreme, for Tmax = 1, the splits 
(attributes and cut-points) are chosen in a totally independent 
way of the output variable. On the other extreme, when  Tmax = 
Ns, the attribute choice is not explicitly randomized anymore, 
and the randomization effect acts only through the choice of 

cut-points. nmin is the strength of averaging output noise. Larger 
values of nmin lead to smaller trees, higher bias, and smaller 
variance. In the following experiments, we set nmin = 1 in order 
to let the tree grow completely. Since the classification effect is 
not sensitive to the Smin and Tmax, we use Tmax = 50 and Smin = 0.2.  
Because of the extremely randomization, the ERCFs are usually 
much faster than other ensemble methods. In [4], the ERCFs 
are shown that they can perform remarkably on a variety of 
tasks and produce lower test errors than conventional machine 
learnin algorithm.  We adopt ERCFs mainly due to their three 
appealing features [5]: (i) fewer parameters to adjust and do not 
worry about overfitting; (ii) higher computational efficiency in 
both training and testing; (iii) more robust to background clutter 
compared to state-of-the-art methods. Since the polarimetric 
SAR images carry significantly more data capacity and can 
provide more features, the ERCFs are just put to good use.

IV. Optimal Feature Selection for ERCF
The optimal feature selection for SVM [8] is based on a 
convex framework. So in this part, we will concentrate on the 
optimization problem of ERCF in order to introduce the theory 
of this method. First, let’s review the previous work on ERCF.   
Given a set of training data x1,......xn€ Rdx1 with corresponding 
labels y1,......yn€ {-1,1}, ERCF seeks a separating hyperplane 
with the maximum margin [9], and this can be presented by 
an optimization problem: 

Mimize
Mbw


 ,,

max
           ( )( ) ,.. iMbxwyts ii ∀≥+

ϕ            (1)

1
2
=w

Here, M is the margin, w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, 
and ( )ixϕ represents the mapping from the input space to the 
feature space.  The basic idea of optimal feature selection 
method is based on the assumption of parameterizeing the 
mapping from the input space to the feature space by a 
parameter vector p , i.e. ( ) ( )pxx ji ,ϕϕ =  [8]. What we need to 
do is finding a parameter vector p and a separating hyperplane 
that have the largest margin. Employ the normalized margin 
defined as:

∑ −+ 2

2, ),().(1 pxpxyy

M

jijiji ϕϕ
              (2)

The optimization problem can be stated as:

∑ −+ 2
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Mimize
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 Introduce the normalised MbbMww /,/
 == and the soft-

margin, abbreviate ∑ −+
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( )pϕ , eq.(3) can be written as: 
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  ( )( ) ,1,.. ibpxwyts ii
T

i ∀−≥+ ξϕ            (4)

.0 ii ∀≥ξ
Until now, we have successfully introduced the vector p into the 
optimization problem of SVM. As declared before, the vector p 
is used to parameterize the mapping. If we consider a mapping 

=diag(p)v2xi that assigns different weights to different 
features, where p=[p1....pd]T are the features weights,then we 
will get 

  (5)
Since we can always find appropriate w & p to get =1, 
equivalent to

∑
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n

ipbw
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The above optimization problem is convex and it can be solved 
by a standard convex optimization package. Here, we use the 
toolbox CVX [10].  Once we solve the problem, we  that feature 
selection plays a very important role in reducing redundant 
feature.   

V. Conclusion
We addressed the problem of classifying POLSAR image 
with multifeature combination & ERCF classifier. Firstly, we 
present an evolution of different features for POLSAR image 
classification with ERCF classifier.  And feature selection & 
combination strategy is proposed.  After evolution, the features 
are concatenated & optimum feature selection for ERCF is 
performed on the combined feature.  Our observation suggests 
can get the feature weight as well as the ERCF parameters. 
According to the feature weights vector, those features with 
non-zero weights are selected out and subsequently used for 
classification.
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